Solutions Overview

Tomorrow’s Supply Chain
With applications deployed for specific functions, most supply chain infrastructures today are a labyrinth
of disconnected applications, tools and processes. This complex environment is riddled with manual steps
and sprawled across departments that rely on disparate systems of record. Businesses are now seeking for
next-generation solutions which do not disrupt or rip and replace their current investments but provide the
critical, cross-domain analytics they need in real-time.

real-time visibility, actions & analytics
powered by blockchain

Authenticiti is a supply chain overlay platform
powered by blockchain that provides real-time
visibility and analytics no single system of record
can provide.
Connecting
Data from disparate legacy applications, supplier
portals, and spreadsheets integrating seamlessly
without rip or replace.
Sharing
Tamper-proof validated information trusted by
all parties to eliminate disputes and expedite
transactions.
Uncovering
Real-time insights into SLA obligations at risk
or supply chain disruptions with AI driven
recommendations to rectify immediately and
minimize impact.
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Solutions Portfolio

powerful analytics

for supply chain, procurement & finance
predictive & actionable insights

Real-time Analytics

Robotic process automation

multi-source dashboard

Real-time alerts and recommended
actions triggered by captured critical
events and disruptions to reduce
impact.

Streamline business processes with
speed and accuracy. Automate and
manage data extractions from siloed
applications, documents, and emails.

Immediately alert key stakeholders
about SLA risks, PO/INV discrepancies,
inventory issues, and supply or
demand changes.

Manufacturers get the complete
picture across the board. Real-time
visualization of reconciled, validated
multi-system data.
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SUPPLY CHAIN MODULE
Unify procurement, logistics, manufacturing, and
inventory operations. A single source of truth to
make smarter decisions, anticipate disruptions, and
quickly rally your teams to take corrective action,
turning reactive supply chain challenges into
proactive opportunities.
•
•
•
•

Demand & supply analytics
Predictive insights
Global inventory availability & capacity loading
Value chain dashboard

PROCUREMENT MODULE
Capture critical information from accounting,
warehouse, and procurement applications. Reduce
manual reconciliation of goods receipt data against
supplier invoices or purchase orders to monitor
supplier SLA performance in real-time.
•
•
•
•

Goods receipt automation
Supplier SLA monitoring
Smart invoice reconciliation
AI driven dashboard

FINANCE MODULE
Connect with disparate repositories of order-tocash and manufacturing data. Prevent dispute
causing issues with proactive alerts comparing
order fulfillment against the original SLA terms, and
detect customer disputes immediately to expedite
resolution. Reduce customer invoice disputes by 80%
and eliminate factoring fees from delayed payment.
•
•
•
•

SLA risk insights
Dispute detection with recommended actions
Automated dunning & follow-up workflows
Comprehensive exception handling
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Compelling Results

$40M+
70%

Unlocked
in working
capital

Reduction
in manual
reconciliation

90%

Reduction in
dispute leadtime

10 WKS

Deployed to any
cloud or onpremise

the authenticiti advantage
Authenticiti is a supply chain overlay platform for manufacturers, powered by blockchain. With
Authenticiti you can gain real-time visibility, trusted insights, and streamline the supply chain
processes, to automate manual tasks, reduce lead-time, eliminate SLA disputes, and ultimately save
millions in operating costs – all in an easy and codeless manner.
With Authenticiti, you no longer have to decide whether overhauling or modernizing existing
infrastructure and legacy systems to leverage blockchain. That’s because our platform overlays on
top of existing systems of records to aggregate critical data into a single source of truth.
To have a deeper conversation about how Authenticiti can enhance your business, please email
inquiries@authenticiti.io or visit https://authenticiti.io.
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